Introduction
Summary ATLAS Pixel Detector is situated at the heart of the ATLAS apparatus operating at the Large Hadron Collider. Operational conditions require radiation hardness of 500 kGy or total fluence equivalent of 10 15 1 MeV n eq cm -2 for the innermost layer. Among the major challenges is fast signal readout and hit identification, detector should be able to distinguish between hits in following bunch crossings with time interval 25 ns. Since the commissioning in 2008 and massive data-taking campaign started in March 2010 the detector successfully participates in the reconstruction of tracks, vertices and tagging of short-lived particles. After more than one year of LHC running at high luminosity, more than 1 fb -1 of collisions was recorded and significant operational experience was acquired.
Atlas Pixel Detector has been tuned and operates with 99.8% efficiency, 96.8% of pixels fully participating in the data taking. Since commissioned, the Pixel Detector demonstrated stability of operational parameters.
Requirements on hit detection efficiency, track and vertex reconstruction precision and low noise occupancy rate have been met. Data obtained by the Pixel Detector contributed significantly to the quality of physics results.
Gathered experience with the Pixel Detector demonstrates operational readiness for further data-taking periods and increasing luminosity. dE/dx resolution is 12%.
Minimal cluster size is reached for particles coming at a Lorentz angle w.r.t. the sensor plane. Measured value of 211.3±1.5 mrad is close to the expected value of 225 mrad.
Pixel detector noise occupancies between runs.
Efficiency of a hit-to-track association.
Inactive fraction per layer: B-layer 3.1 % Layer 1 1.4 % Layer 2 4.6 % Endcap A 2.8 % Endcap C 2.8 % Charge sharing in between pixels improves the resolution. Impact on local residuals is remarkable. The Al cooling pipe, carbon fiber stave and the sensitive part of the sensor are well visible in both data (lower) and simulation (uper).
ToT before and after tuning.
Noise distribution.
ToT vs. injected charge.
